Are you interested in language, interaction and culture? Looking for a graduate degree tailored to your professional & academic goals?

Join current students, alumni, and the MLC director for an informational OPEN HOUSE
Friday, September 26th, 3-4pm, Washington, DC

What is the MLC? The MA in Language and Communication (MLC) is a professionally-oriented program in the Linguistics Department at Georgetown University.

What’s it all about? MLC students cultivate analytical abilities in sociolinguistics, specifically ethnography, discourse analysis, and intercultural communication.

How can the MLC help my career? The MLC offers career development activities designed for linguists, who want to communicate their training to organizations and industries in which understanding of language is key to success.

When? Friday, September 26th 2014, 3-4pm (following the Graduate School Information Session)

Where? Georgetown University Department of Linguistics Poulton 230, 1421 37th St NW, Washington, DC 20057

RSVP to: Dr. Anastasia Nylund, anastasia.nylund@georgetown.edu or at j.mp/MLCGeorgetown or scan the QR code for directions & to RSVP on the go:

More info at: mlc.linguistics.georgetown.edu

Follow the MLC on Twitter: @MLCGeorgetown